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A FTER overcoming the recession in 1993, 
the Spanish economy started a growth 

cycle which reached its peak in the second 
quarter of 1995. It then started a gentle slow- 
down period which it continued until the first half 
of 1996. 

Despite this, the Spanish economy showed a 
growth of 2.2% in GDP in this year, compared 
with 2.8% in 1995. The reasons for this growth, 
higher than the European Union average, were 
different than those initially forecast, since it was 
expected that growth would be entirely due to 
home demand, with almost no contribution from 
the foreign sector, domestic demand however 
only grew by 1.5% whilst net foreign demand 
contributed 0.6 points to the growth in GDP. 
National economic figures show the following 
changes in the principal macro-economic indica- 
tors for 1996: 

- Private consumption grew by an annual 
rate of 1.9%. This modest increase - which coin- 
cides with the general trend for the majority of 
continental European countries - is due to the 
situation prevailing in the labor market which ic 
characterized by high levels of unernployment, 
an excessive proportion of ternporaty contracts 
(in the order of 34%) and a high turnover of 
employment contracts. 
The above situation, together with uncertainty 
over the future of the social welfare systems, 
has kept consumer confidence indicators at a 
very low level, and has deterred families from 
making spending decisions. 
- There was no change in Public consump- 

tion with respect to the previous year. This cap 
on public consumption may be attributed to the 
measures which have been adopted so as to 
comply with the Maastricht agreements. 
- Gross fixed capital formation, which in 1995 

grew by 8.2%, progressively slowed down dur- 
ing 1996 to reach an average annual growth of 
0.7%. Whilst investment in capital goods main- 
tained a reasonable rate of growth (6.1%), 
investment in construction entered negative fig- 
ures after the second quarter, with an average 
annual rate of -2.3%. 

Note: Real variation rates in %. 
Source: Instituto Nacional de Estadistica and Ministerio de 

Economia y Hacienda. 

- Until the third quarter of 1996 home 
demand continued the slow-down which it had 
started in the second half of the previous year. 
The growth figure, which had been 3.1% in 
1995, fell to an annual average of 1 .S% in 1996, 
although the last quarter showed a slight recov- 
erY. 
- The contribution of net foreign demand to 

the growth of GDP was 0.6 points (in 1995 this 
same figure was a negative contribution of 0.4 
points). This positive balance is due to a relative 
containment of imports (7.5%) set against an 
increase in exports (10.3%) brought about by 
the favorable rate of exchange of the peseta and 
an excellent crop yield, 



With reference to other economic indicators, it 
should be noted that employment grew by an 
average rate of 1.4%, despite this, the rate of 
unemployment only decreased by 0.5 points 
with respect to the previous year, and was 
placed at 22.8%. 

The consumer price index ended the year with 
an inter-annual increase of 3.2%, a decrease of 
1.1 points in twelve months. Its annual decrease 
was of a similar magnitude (3.60h as opposed to 
4.7% in 1995). The underlying rate of inflation 
improved in an even more significant manner, 
decreasing from 4.8% to 3.0% and an annual 
rate of 4.9% to 3.6%. 

In 1996 the state deficit fell to 3.3% of GDP 
from 5.5% in the previous year, bettering the tar- 
gets laid out in the convergence program by two 
tenths. This situation allowed the increase in the 
Social Security deficit to be compensated for, 
and allowed the targets for overall government 
deficit (4.4% of GDP) to be met. 

In 1996 the balance of payments increased its 
surplus due to current account and capital oper- 
ations and due to the investment of foreign cap- 
ital in domestic financia1 rnarkets, this produced 
an increase in foreign currency reserves in the 
order of Ptas3 million million. 

Of special importante amongst the achieve- 
rnents of the Spanish economy is the significant 
reduction in the rate of inflation and in the gov- 
ernment deficit. 

The prospects for the Spanish economy in 
1997 are influenced by the above mentioned 
factors and should be seen within a European 
context in which a modest increase of growth is 
expected, it is foreseen that this will increase 
from 1.6% in 1996 to 2.4% in 1997. Government 
forecasts for the principal economic indicators 
are shown in the macro-economic table. 

As can be seen, it is expected that 1997 will 
see a significant increase in private consump- 
tion, this, together with the doubling of the rate 
of growth of investment in capital goods and the 
beginning of a rnoderate growth cycle in con- 
struction investment, will lead to an increase in 
home demand of 3.2%, more than double that in 
1996. This increase in home demand will lead to 

higher imports, consequently the net balance 
for foreign demand will be slightly negative, 
the growth in GDP will be placed at around 
3%. 

According to the indicators which were known 
when the national accounting figures for the first 
quarter of 1997 were published, the GDP has 
grown by 2.9%, three tenths more than in the 
previous three months. The rnost important fac- 
tors in this situation at this date are: 

- Private consumption went up frorn 2.4% in 
the fourth quarter of 1996 to 2.8%. 
- Public consumption has increased its rate 

of decrease from -1.1% in the fourth quarter of 
1996 lo -1.5% as a consequence of the bud- 
getary consolidation based on the reduction of 
public expenditure. 
- Gross formation of capital grew by 1.4% 

after having stayed at the same rate in the pre- 
vious quarter. lnvestment in capital goods con- 
tinued its positive trend (7.8%) and it seems that 
the downward trend in investment in construc- 
tion has come to an end. 
- The increase in home demand has acceler- 

ated from 1.3% in the two previous quarters to 
1.6%. 
- As a result of the vigorous rate of growth of 

exports, the Foreign sector made a net contribu- 
tion lo the growth of GDP of 1.3 points, much 
higher than imports, although both these figures 
show a relative decline. 

The above mentioned data notably exceed 
expectations for compliance with forecasts 
made for 1997 due to an improvement in private 
consumption based on recent increases in con- 
sumer confidence which will be consolidated as 
a consequence of greater employment stability 
which is expected from the recent labor market 
reforms which have been agreed. Prospects for 
investment in construction have also improved, 
at the same time that the vigor in investment in 
capital goods and exports is confirmed. It would 
seem that these factors indicate that the officiat 
target for GDP growth will be reached or even 
slightly exceeded this year, and also that com- 
pliance with the convergence criteria set out in 
the Maastricht treaty will be achieved, which will 
allow Spain to form parl of the European mone- 
tary union. 
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K E Y  FEATURES O F  THE INSURANCE 
MARKET IN 1996 

T HE Spanish insurance market attained a 
premium volume of Ptas3.8 million million 

in 1996, this is 11.9% higher than 1995. Of this 
figure, Ptas2.1 million million correspond to non- 
life business and Ptasl.7 million million to life 
business, these two sectors show rates of 
growth of 6.3% and 20.0% respectively. It may 
be said that, in general terms, it was a good year 
for the insurance sector, as the sector has 
shown positive progress in its levels of growth 
and rnarket penetration with respect to previous 
years. The moderate growth of the non-life lines 
as a whole is due to the freezing or even reduc- 
tion in motor insurance rates. The volume of sin- 
gle p'remium operations due to the externaliza- 
tion of company funds contributed significantly 
to the growth of the life sector, as did demand for 

Year Premiums r 
Surcharges 

life-savings policies as a result of new fiscal leg- 
islation. 

The lines which showed the highest rates ot 
growth are: agricultural (30.I0h), travel assis- 
tance (22.0°h), engineering (20.6%), life (20.0%) 
- especially as a consequence of the growth 
experienced by single premium policies 
(34.4%) -, third party liability (14,g0h) and per- 
sonal accident (12.0%). Negative rates of 
growth were recorded by guarantee (-1 1.1%), 
theft (-1.6%) and fire (-0.4%). 

With reference to the companies which oper- 
ate in the insurance sector, it should be noted 
that the top positions in the market ranking have 
not changed substantially, with the exception of 
the incorporation of the public sector group, 
which has shown a grow-th of 45.8% over the 

% Interna1 M. % External M. 
Expenses Expenses 

TABLE 3 

Source: UNESPA. Figures in Plas millions. Loss ralio and results on eamed premium. 

)TAL NON-LIFE 

Year 1 Premiums + % lntemal M. % External M. 
Expenses 

Source: UNESPA. Figures in Ras millions. Loss ratio and results on eamed premiums. 



Premiums for the business lines of Vehicle Occuuants, Travel ~ s s i s k  (Motor) and Legal Defense (Motor) have been included in the 
Motor line as well as in their repaeüve lines; aiey have however been incluW only once in the totals. 
(') Withoul including the business lines of Vehicle Occupants, Travel Assistance (Motor) and Legal Defense (Motor). 
Cource: UNESPA. Figures in Ptas millions. liL\l' 
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previous year and whose main company, MUSI- 
NI, is included in the privatization program 
recently formulated by the government. The 
German company Allianz-Ras has gone down a 
few places, in 1995 it registered growth of 
83.7% thanks to a large single premium opera- 
tion, which in 1996 decreased by 25.2%. Total 
premiums of the top ten insurance groups 
totaled Ptasl.4 million million, showing an aver- 
age increase of 10.9% with respect to 1995. 
These groups have a market share of 38.0%, 
and 57.4% of this is controlled by foreign com- 
panies. 

For al1 the non-life lines taken as a whole, the 
top ten positions are occupied by the same 
insurance groups as in 1995, their premiums 
totaled Ptas930,393 million in 1996 - showing an 

ZSULTS Of THE INSURANCE SECTOR IN 199d 

age increase of 36.8% over the previous year, 
and, taken kogether, these groups occupied a 
market share of 50.9%. 

Gross pre-tax profit for the sector increased 
by Ptas52,513 million to total Ptas182,933 mil- 
lion, to which the life sector contributed 40% and 
the non-life sector the other 60%. Given that, as 
a whole, negative technical results have 
decreased by 33.9%, returns on investment, 
whose increase was 10.8% as against 28.7% in 
1995, allowed the technical-financia1 result to 
show a growth of 63.9%. 

As has already been mentioned, the large 
decrease in interest rates has increased the 
importance of \he technical results in helping the 
companies to reach sustained equilibrium. The 
decrease in financia1 yield derived from the sec- 

Source: Dirección General de Seguros. 
Figures in Ptas rniliions. 

average increase of 4.2% over the previous 
year, and they had a total market share of 
43.3%. 

There continue to be greater movements con- 
cerning the posit imaf lhe top ten companies in 
life business due to the single premium opera- 
tions which have been carried out wer tlw last 
few years. It is expected that these oscillations 
witl continue in the ned two years as thls is tb 
time period established by Iaw for the extemai- 
ization of pension obllgations by the companies. 
Of special note is the spectacubr g r M  of 
Banesto Seguros due to the pdicy which It has 
undenivritten with Banesto to cover its employee 
pensions. Premiums fcw the top ten groupc in 
this sector totaled Ptas843,237 million, an aver- 

TABLE 7 

Industrial: Fire, TheH, Engimmg and Marine. 
Source: UNESPA 



tor's traditional investments makes it advisable 
to adopt measures to achieve technical equilib- 
rium together with a diversification of invest- 
ments and to make their management as eHi- 
cient as possible. 

With regard to the penetration of insurance 
into the Spanish economy, total premiums for 
direct insurance for 1996 represented 5.1 % of 
GDP (4.9% in 1995). Per capita premium levels 
ran at Ptas86,418 in 1995 and Ptas96,654 in 
1996. 

As at December 31, 1996, there were 393 
companies operating in direct insurance in the 
Spanish market, of these 302 were lirnited com- 
panies, 59 were mutuals and 32 were branches 
of foreign companies. The process of concen- 
tration and restructuring which started several 
years ago (in 1993 there were 456 companies 
operating) continued in 1996, and it is foresee- 
able that it will continue in the next few years, 
especially if Spain joins the European monetary 
union. This process of concentration will be 
influenced by the mergers and acquisitions 

which affect European insurance groups pre- 
sent in the Spanish market. 

The Spanish insurance market has been inter- 
national for many years now due to the strong 
presence of foreign insurers. According to infor- 
mation published by the Dirección General de 
Seguros, foreig n capital represents 37.0% of the 
sector's total capital (37.4% in 1995), of this 
30.4% corresponds to European Union coun- 
tries and 'the other 6.4% to other countries 
(mainly Switzerland and the United States).The 
premium volume which corresponds to compa- 
nies with a greater than 50% interest of foreign 
capital in their share capital amounts to 26.3% 
of the total direct insurance premiurns (29.3% in 
1995), of this, 21.7% corresponds to European 
Union countries and 4.6% to other countries 
(mainly Switzerland). Spanish insurers however 
have a low international presence, with the 
exception of MAPFRE, which has become the 
largest foreign insurer in Latin America. 

Lastly, given the fact that the Spanish econo- 
my's key economic figures are approaching the 

/ PER WRI PREMiüMS H ME EU 1 W5 

Soufce: Sigrna. 



convergence criteria set out in the Maastricht their activities, and the measures which should 
treaty, it is possible that Spain will be able to join be adopted to confront this new situation and 
the first phase of European monetary union in the transition process which will lead to the cir- 
1998. The Spanish insurance sector has inten- culation of Euro bills and coins during the first 
sified its deliberations into what implications half of 2002, leading to the fact that the domes- 
(economic, financial, legal, fiscal, administrative, tic currencies of participating countries will lose 
etc.) a single European currency could have for their value. 

Source: UNESPA. Figures in Ptas milli&s 



EADING 10 IMURANCE GROU 
(Pmiums abkiined in Spain] 

Source: UNESPA. Figures in Ptas rnillio&. 

Source: UNESPA. Figures in Plas millions. 
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MAIN CHARACTERISTICS IN 1996, 
BY TYPE OF BUSINESS 

volume of Ptas710,893 million, showing an 
increase of 5.1% over the previous year. Individ- 
ual policies recorded a growth of 8.2%, whilst 

In 1996 premiurns written for life business 
amounted to Ptasl.7 million million, this repre- 
sents an increase of 20% over the previous 
year. 

This significant improvement is principally due 
to growth in single premium business (34.4%), 

the premium volume f& group policies was 
practically the same as the previous year. 

The most significant event, due to its favor- 
able effect on the sector, was the fiscal mea- 
sures introduced by Act 711996 which establish 
new taxation regulations with regard to capital 

IUW UPt 

Year Prerniums + 
Surcharges 

% Interna1 M. % Externa1 M. 
Expenses Expenses 

% 
Results 

Source UNESPA Figures in Ptas millions Loss ratio and results on earned premiums 

which, after decreasing in 1995, is now placed 
at close to one rnillion million pesetas. 

Although the performance of regular premi- 
ums was less buoyant than in previous years, 
they did show positive performance, reaching a 

gains and losses , as a result of which there was 
a significant increase in demand for single pre- 
mium life-savings insurance products. 

In December the BOE (the official gazeiie) 
published Act number 1411996 which, under 

- - 
TOTAL REGUiAR PREMIW 

I 

Source: UNESPA. Figures in Ptas millions Coss ratio and resunson eáitteil flremffhns. 
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Premiums t 
Surcharges 

Source: UNESPA. Figures in Ras millions. LOSS ralio and results on eamed premiums. 

certain circumstances and beginning in 1997, 
provides for the extension of an income tax 
write-off of 10% of paid premiurns to mixed 
and deferred policies, it also extended reduc- 
tions applicable to life insurance to estate and 
gift tax. 

1996 was a waiting year concerning the ordi- 
nance affecting the Ordination and Supervision 
of Private Insurance Act, but it was also a step 
forward concerning improving the prospects for 
financially balancing the public system of social 
services due to the Pension Reform Act, and the 
role which should be taken by complementary 
solutions such as life-retirement insurance. 

Special note should be taken of the high level 
of mathematical reserves which have been built 
up by the sector as a whole, at the end of the 
year fhese reserves were running at over Ptas6 
rnillion million, showing the importante of life 
insurance in the Spanish economy. 

The bank-insurance phenomenon is playing a 
very important role as a distribution channel for 
new policies, and new types of distribution such 
as direct marketing are becoming increasingly 
important. 

Although it is not technically correct to include 
pension and investment funds in this section, it 
is worth providing a brief overview of these prod- 
ucts due to the fact that they are complementary 
or alternative products to life-savings insurance, 
and the fact that they have achieved appreciable 
growth over the last few years. 

Pension funds closed the year with assets of 
Ptas2.9 million million, showing an increase of 
36% over 1995. 2,178,647 people put savings 
into this type of investment for the future. 

lnvestment funds (whose assets at the end of 
1996 totaled Ptas18.7 million rnillion) increased 
by Ptas6.5 million million, showing a growth of 



Source Direccion General de Seguros 

53.4%. The flow of resources towards this sav- 
i n g ~  instrurnent is a consequence of, amongst 
other factors, the higher rate of return of this 
product compared with other traditional alterna- 
tives such as current accounts, fixed-term 
investments, etc. 

The prospects for life insurance for 1997 are 
very favorable. The satisfactory progress of the 
economy, the need to complement covers pro- 
vided by the public welfare system and the new 
fiscal benefits, provide a truly positive panorama 
to achieve a high rate of expansion. 

1997 will- be a decisive year for defining the 
role which investment, savings and welfare 
instruments should play in the future. The con- 
clusions of the sub-commission of the Chamber 
of Deputies which is studying the complemen- 
tary private systems will be the starting point, 
and evetything points towards the fact that their 
proposals will result in positive regulatory 
changes for those instruments which provide for 
long-term saving. 

It is foreseeable that new specific regulations 
will come into force in the insurance sector 
to regulate aspects such as the technical inter- 
est rate, technical reserves, solvency margins, 
etc. 

All these factors, together with the new atti- 
tudes and preferences of the general plrblic con- 
cerning the profitability of their savings and 
investments, lead to expectations for a spectac- 
ular year in terms of growth of pension fundc 
and investment funds. 

1996 saw premiums written for motor insur- 
ance to a value of over 1 million million pesetas 
(in exact tems they totalled Ptas1,023,221 mil- 
lion), registering a growth of 3.4% as opposed to 
1.7% the previous year. 

For the first time, the statistical information 
provided by UNESPA which is used to write this 



AVER PREMlUM PER 

Source: UNESPA. 

report includes the premiums for al1 the covers 
and benefits contracted in a motor insurance 
policy. In addition to the premiums for covers 
which are traditionally included, the premiums 
for the following covers are also included: vehi- 
cle occupant accident, travel assistance and 
subsidy for ternporary withdrawal of driving 
license. 

lndependently of legal regulations covering 
branches of insurance, it should be said that 
including the premiums for al1 the covers and 
benefits of motor insurance more accurately 
reflects the real situation of this large segment of 
the Spanish insurance market. 

According to this same statistical source, the 
net increase in the nurnber of policies has only 
been 337,253 which is 1.9% of policies in force 
at the end of the preceding year, whilst the net 
growth of the number of vehicles was close lo 
700,000, an increase of 3.7% with respect to 
1995. 

Considering these parameters of premiums 
and number of policies, the average premium 
per policy totaled to Ptas56,788 in 1996 com- 
pared with Ptas55,984 in 1995, which means an 
increase of only 1.4%, although this figure was 
even lower in 1995 (0.7%). 

The most notable factor of the available statis- 
tical information is the increase in loss frequen- 
cy by 1.7%, whilst the overall average cost of 
these losses fell slightly by 0.5%, this caused 
the loss ratio on earned premiums to increase 
by near lo half a point in 1996. 

Management expenses on premiums 
increased from 28.4% in 1995 to 29.6% in 
1996. 

The forecasts for premium growth were not 
achieved despite the fact that the number 
of ínsured vehicles increased slightly. The 
forecasts with respect to an increase in 
loss ratio and technical insufficiency of the 
premiums were however confirmed, even 
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when covers with better technical results such 
as vehicle occupants and travel assistance are 
included. 

These aforementioned factors mean that, 
despite the fact that the covers whose premiums 
haie this year been included in the figures for 
motor insurance produce satisfactory loss fig- 
ures and results as a whole, the technical loss 
for the year with respect to earned premiums 
totals 5.7% (3.7% in 1995). 

As a consequence of the circumstances which 
have been put forward in this report, the relative 
weight of motor insurance within non-life lines as 
a whole has decreased in the last few years, 
going from 51.2% in 1992 to 47.7% in 1996. 

If, as preliminary information available for 
1997 indicates, the policy towards reductions in 
premiums through discounts or other practices 
which lead to reductions without a technical 
base continues, to which should be added the 
fact that the majority of insurers have absorbed, 
in one way or another, the tax of 4% on premi- 
ums which carne into force on January 1, the 
predictions for this year can not be optimistic 
with respect to the necessary technical equilibri- 
um, especially important when financial yield is 
appreciably affected by the reduction in interest 
rates. 

With regard to the loss ratio foreseeable for 
1997, the increase in consumer spending due to 
improvements in the Spanish economy and the 
new PREVER plan which promotes the replace- 
ment of older vehicles through subsidies, will 
lead to an increase in the intensity of circulation 
of vehicles and an increase in the number of 
vehicles on the roads, these factors affect loss 
frequency, even if the average age of vehicles 
on the road were to fall. The average cost of 
losses will continue to be contained, mainly as a 
consequence of the application of a scale of 
damages for personal injuries. 

With regard to the system for the valuation of 
personal injuries (popularly known as "el Bare- 
mo") which is included as an appendix to Act 
number 3011 995, and whose constitutionality 
was questioned by the Supreme Court in a rul- 
ing on March 26, 1997, it is necessary that the 
competent jurisdictional body - the Constitution- 
al Court - should make a ruling since this would 
be of great importante, not only for the insurers, 

but also for the affected victims, the administra- 
tion of justice, and civil bodies which are con- 
cerned with this problem. 

It can therefore be deduced that motor insur- 
ance will continue with technical losses in 1997, 
and that these will not be compensated for by 
financial income, which is affected by the reduc- 
tion in interest rates. It is however possible that 
this year will mark the transition towards a poli- 
cy of greater prudence with regard to the strate- 
gy of reducing premium rates which is practiced 
by some insurers. 

1996 was once again a favorable year for this 
line. The premium volume totaled Ptas317,829 
million, which represents a growth of 8.2% over 
the previous year. 

Of the various types of insurance which make 
up this branch, of special interest, although its 
weight with regard to the whole is still small, 
is the increase of 25.6% in premiums for med- 
ical expense reimbursement insurance. The 
increase in premiums for health assistance was 
8%. 

The high level of demand and interest for 
medical insurance has brought with it the pro- 
gressive entrance into this sector of some cred- 
it institutions, which in their distribution strategy, 
have also included the sale of medical expense 
reimbursement and assistance insurance prod- 
ucts. 

The prospects for 1997 continue to be clearly 
favorable, even more so if the efforts which have 
been made by the companies with respect to the 
setting up of complementary services, expan- 
sion of sole or joint networks, etc. and the 
effects which this will have on the demand for 
these types of products are taken into account, 

It is however to be hoped that companies 
offering these products will make a careful study 
of losses, since, as has been seen over the 
last few years, these are following an upward 
trend. 



% interna1 M. % Extemal EX: 

Source UNESPA. Figures in Ptas millions L o s  ratio and results on earned premiums. 

PROPERTY AND CASUALN 

In 1996 premiums written in this sector totaled 
Ptas285,899 million, showing a growth of 10.4% 
over the previous year. 

Management expenses were maintained at a 
leve1 of something more than 43% of premiums, 
the break-even point for the sector being placed 
at 57%. 

The loss ratio continued its worsening trend, 
which started in this sector at the beginning of 
the 90's. 1996 again brought with it atypical 
meteorological conditions, with storms which 
were possibly more intense than the year 
before. 

Apari from this climactic factor, there was also 
a gradual deterioration in the performance of the 
sector, principally in homeowners' insurance, as 

a consequence of the new benefits which have 
been incorporated into these combined policies 
and which have not been adequately reflected in 
the premium rates. The lines of homeowners', 
condominiums and comrnercial policies show 
significant losses despite the application of spe- 
cific rationalization policies. 

The market is especially sensitive to these neg- 
ative results, and a certain tendency has being 
seen towards the inclusion of corrective factors in 
the calculation of premiums, especially in condo- 
miniums insurance and commercial policies. 

Criteria which aim to improve risk selection 
continue to be applied with a certain rigor in con- 
dominiums, as is a new rating system which is 
based on the construction year of the insured 
building, it is hoped that this will ímprove the 
very poor results from the cover of water dam- 
age dueto aging of buildings. 

Premiums + 
Surcharges 1 % A  

TABLE 2 1 
- 
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Source: UMESPA. Wgures in Ptas Nllions. 
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Source: UNESPA. Figures in Ptas miilions. 

PERSONAL ACCIDENT 

Premiums for this sector totaled Ptas144,236 
million in 1996, an increase of 12%, which is a 
higher percentage than in previous years. 

lnternal and externa1 management expenses 
fell as a whole by almost two points, the break- 
even point for this sector is 63% of premiums, A 
general trend towards falling commissions was 
maintained, and a special effort towards control- 
ling interna1 management expenses can be 
seen. 

As is usual, the sector's results were very sat- 
isfactory and the loss ratio was reduced in 1996. 

New products which aim to promote the devel- 
opment of individual policies continue to appear 
on the market. These products are directed 
towards "family protection" and have new covers 
and attractive sales methods directed at the 
family environment: compensations in the form 
of monthly sums, double indemnities in case of 
death of both spouses and study grants. 

Group policies show reasonable growth, 
whilst the vehicle occupants sector continues its 
stable growth and is showing a profit. 

Source: UNESPA. Figures in Ptas rnillim. Loss ratío and results on e- 



In 1996 premiums written in this sector totaled 
Ptas127,496 million, showing an increase of 
10.4% over the previous year. Funeral insur- 
ance, which has historically occupied a signifi- 
cant position in the Spanish insurance sector, is 
in fifth place in terms of non-life insurance pre- 
mium volume, afler motor, health, property and 
casualty and personal accident. 

Management expenses were reduced by 
somewhat more than 1 point with respect to the 
previous year, being placed at 53.7% of premi- 
ums. This decrease is due to a reduction in 
externa1 management expenses, which are still 
very high, as a consequence of the peculiarities 
of the sector. 

The number of insurance companies which 
operate in this sector continued to fall dueto the 
new regulations. The market structure however 
has specific characteristics, and more than 70% 
of the premiums are concentrated in 3 insurance 
companies. 

Results are maintained within positive mar- 
gins, with a loss ratio of 39.3%. 

THlRD PARTY LlABlLlTY 

The slowdown in growth of this line over 
the last few years was confirmed last year, 
despite the fact that it continues to show one 

of the highest rates of growth in .the insurance 
market, Written premiums totaled Ptas92,886 
million, showing a growth of 14.9% with respect 
to the previous year, forecasts have therefore 
not been fulfilled concerning a certain to stagna- 
tion of third party liability insurance along the 
year. 

The loss ratio on written premiums was 
reduced by something more than two points with 
respect lo 1 995, being placed at 90.4%, but with 
combined ratio of 121.9%, still extremely bur- 
densome. However, the temporal nature of third 
party liability losses makes it advisable to con- 
sider other systems for loss projections which 
are more suited to the characteristics of such an 
idiosyncratic line. 

The reasons for this moderate growth, when 
compared with the expectations of the last few 
years, must be due to the level of competition 
reached in the last year, and which increased 
markedly in the 1997 renewals carnpaign. The 
fact that Spain has been a liberalized market for 
a long time does not only imply the active pres- 
ente of the most representative companies of 
European insurance, but also of world reinsur- 
ance, a circumstance which increases the need 
for growth, especially in a "soft" period and with 
excess of capacity. 

But, at the same time as premiums are 
reduced for large policies, the cover which is 
given in the standard industrial policy is 
increased, though giving guarantees for the so 
calted "pure financia1 losses" without sufficient 
forethought (detriment due to breach of contract: 

Year % loss 
Rotio 

Source: UNESPA. Figures in Ptas millions. 
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Source: UNESPA. Figures in Ptas millions. 

work stoppage, supply failure, etc.), with claus- 
es which have not been sufficiently thought 
through and are not adequately suited to 
the cover provided, and which may give rise 
to problems when the contents of these is eval- 
uated. 

New operators have appeared in the pollution 
risks area which are competing with the Spanish 
Pool for Environmental Risks, until last year this 
body was the only one to underwrite EIL (envi- 
ronmental impairment liability) policies. A certain 
slight tendency can be observed towards giving 
pollution risks a specialized technical treatrnent, 
which it is expected may be completed during 
this year, especially if the law on third party lia- 
bility arising from activities with environmental 
impact is finally passed, this sets out an objec- 
tive liability schedule limited to Ptas15,OOO mil- 
lion with compulsory insurance still to be devel- 
oped. 

Responding to an inquiry by an insurance 
company, the Dirección General de Seguros 
questioned the practices which are habitually 
employment when underwriting government 
patrimonial liability, citing the non-applicability of 
the lnsurance Contract Act and the non-insura- 
bility of these rísks, and the fact that they are 
possibly unconstitutional. 

With respect to Directors and Officers Insur- 
ance, claims are already being received from 
those affected at the same time as a prolifera- 
tion of sentences which condemn company 
directors in a manner distinct from that initially 
foreseen. Competition and excess of capacity 

Loss ratio and results on earned premiums. 

are also more acute in a type of insurance 
which has been relatively free of claims until this 
time. 

The so called "claims made" problem which 
seemed to have been channeled through a 
modification rnade in article 73 of the Insurance 
Contracts Act, again came to the forefront with 
the emergence of certain doubts concerning the 
final closure of guarantees which are given if 
claíms are not received within the stipulated 
period of cover. Come expert consider that, in 
any case, it will always be inexcusable to con- 
sider an extended reporting period of less than 
one year from the maturity date of the policy, to 
deal with the consequences of acts or omissions 
incurred during the period in which the insur- 
ance was in force. 

In the same area however, the Supreme Caurt 
admitted the validity of claims made clauses in a 
sentence passed on November 10,1995. In this, 
without prejudicing the accepted opinion t b t  the 
loss arises with the occurrence of a damaging 
event, independently of when the affected party 
makes a claim, it slated: Whis dogs not prevent it 
being the dauses and conditims cantaaled in 
each particular policy fhat are in effecf appiica- 
ble in legal affairs pertaining to this, preferente 
must in each case be given to that which is 
agreed in the policy." 

The first year has passed in which the so 
called "Baremo" (a system to evaluate physical 
and moral injuries caused to people in traffic 
accidents) has been applied. Although this was 
designed to be applied to road accident victims, 



it has also been used as a reference point 
to those affected in other types of accidents. 
At the moment of compiling this information 
however, this much discussed scale has again 
been affected by legal rulings against it, and by 
its own constitutionality, as three pending 
appeals have been admitted by the constitution- 
al court. 

The regulations contained in the Prevention 
of Workplace Accidents Act continue in 
force although up until this time there has been 
no appreciable decrease in workplace acci- 
dents, one of the highest rates in Europe, 
and without having been able to change one of 
the main problems of this branch: employers lia- 
bility. 

Unlike the situation in 1995, the year was not 
very prolific in legislative terrns, there were no 
major new events which affected third party lia- 
bility or insurance in general. New compulsory 
insurances of various types have however con- 
tinued to appear which enrich the panorama 
coming from preceding years: festivals involving 
bulls, amateur radio transmitting stations, safety 
devices and systems for use in explosive atmos- 
pheres, health products, telecommunication 
devices, building renta1 and used self-propelled 
tow trucks. 

Finally, the Unespa initiative was completed, 
this is an arbitration system set up to resolve 
conflicts between insurance companies, and is 
able to extra judiciously resolve disputes con- 
cerning insurance liability or timing. 

In 1996 the Marine line achieved a premium 
volume of Ptas54,728 million, showing an 
increase of 3.2% over the previous year. This is 
a moderate rate of growth which accurately 
reflects the real situation in the market. 

The value of l~sses increased by a similar per- 
centage to prerniurns (3.0%). The number of 
losses increased by 3.5% and their frequency 
increased very slightly (0.2%), the average cost 
of losses however decreased by 0.5%. 

Interna1 and externa1 management expenses 
showed a downward trend in 1996, falling by 
0.6 and 0.4 points respectively. Even so, the 
technical equilibrium which was obtained was 
111.l0/0. 

The prospects for the future are not exactly 
encouraging. The most favorable forecast points 
towards a maintenance of the present situation. 
The main factors affecting this situation are: the 
high number of companies which operate in this 
line, the indiscriminate offer of new reinsurance 
contracts and competition between companies 
so as to increase their premium volume. 

r TRAVEL ASSISTANCE 

Premium income in 1996 totaled Ptas46,306 
rnillion, showing an increase of 22% over the 
previous year, with one million more policies 

Expenses Expenses 

Source: UNESPA. Figures in Ptas rnilllons. Loss ratio and results on earned premiurns. 
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written. The growth of the line again recovered 
the pace of the first years of the 90's and 
exceeds the 1995 growth figure, which was 
13.4%, by 8.6 points. 

This increase in premiums of Ptas8,377 mil- 
lion is no! only due to the normal growth of the 
business, based fundamentally on new busi- 
ness in individual assistance products, but also 
on a constant expansion and improvement of 
products which requires a consequent increase 
in premiums. The greater diffusion and aware- 
ness of assistance services also leads to their 
greater use. 

The weight of losses on premiums decreased 
with respect to the previous year, falling from 
49.1% tO 44.3%. 

The companies continued to show a special 
interest in reducing administration costs, 
although these increased by 0.9 points in 1996. 
Exiernal management expenses however fell by 
0.8 points. 

The sector continues to offer satisfactory fig- 
ures in terms of the technical result. 

GUA - 
Over the last six years the premiums for 

the guarantee line have decreased by 60%, 
falling from Ptas11,650 million in 1991 to 
Ptas4,702 million in 1996. This figure is only 
Ptas73 million higher than that achieved in 
1987, this demonstrates the enormous decline 

in this line, whose results are also strongly neg- 
ative after experiencing loss rates which were 
unknown until 1990. 

The loss ratio for 1994 was already 80.8%, 
extremely bad for the guarantee line, but the 
ratio for 1995 exceeded 100%, io reach 101.9%, 
and the percentage for 1996 was 98.2%. 

What are the causes of al1 this? Primarily, the 
reasons for the fall in premium volume are: 

Strong competition from the banking sector, 
which offers its clients products which are 
the same as those offered by insurance 
companies (bonds), at very low rates. 
A restrictive governmental policy regarding 
investments in public works, supplies, etc., 
whose objective is to reach the conver- 
gente criteria required by the European 
Union for incorporation inlo the single cur- 
rency. 

6 The disappearance, by liquidation, of what 
was the second ranking company in the 
sector by prernium volume. 

6 A change in the underwriting policy of the 
leading company of the sector which has 
voluntarily abandoned various lines, leading 
to a reduction of more than 60% in its pre- 
mium volume over the last few years. 

It does not seern that 1997 will bring any 
changes with it regarding the two first mentiond 
aspects, the premium volume will therefore not 
change appreciably, and it would not be strange 
if it were again to decrease. 



Source: UNESPA Figures in Ptas millions. Loss ratio and results on earned premiums. 

The liquidation of a company which received a 
premium volume of Ptas381 million in 1996 in 
guarantee insurance will no doubt negatively 
affect the sector, For various reasons, another 
three guarantee insurance companies disap- 
peared during the last 10 years, this has affect- 
ed the sector's image. 

With reference to the loss ratio, 1996 was the 
year in which the largest stoppage of payments 
in the history of the Spanish construction sector 
was declared. Although the effects of this situa- 
tion were not as dramatic as might have been 
expected, its results were felt in the sector as a 
whole. 

Loss data for some companies known as at 
March 31, 1997, indicate that the sector's loss 
ratio is not likely to appreciably improve this 
year. 

The growth in written premiums for commer- 
cial credit insurance in 1996 was 7.5% over the 
previous year, totaling Ptas38,875 million. With- 
out doubt, the greater competition which exists 
in the sector has led to a reduction in premium 
rates and, consequently, a decrease in growth, 
which in 1995 was placed at 13.3%. 

It may be seen that, although the number of 
losses was similar to the previous year (44,500 
approximately), the unpaid sum which was cov- 
ered increased significantly, placing the loss 
ratio at 75.9% of earned premiums in 1996, this 

is more than 11 points higher than the loss ratio 
in 1995. 

Some of the factors which contributed to this 
situation are the following: 

A decrease in premium rates due to greater 
competition amongst insurance companies. 

0 Greater exposure to risks on the parl of the 
companies than in previous years as a con- 
sequence of the worsening trend concern- 
ing defaults, bankruptcies and receiver- 
ships. 
High loss ratio in the construction sector, 
with an important constructor being put into 
receivership in March 1996. 

A similar growth in premiums is foreseen for 
1997 as in 1996, as is a continuation of a high 
level of competition in prernium rating amongst 
the insurance companies, together with possible 
competition from banking products such as con- 
firming and factoring. 

It is possible that the loss ratio percentage for 
interna1 credit operations will decrease in 1997, 
as a decreasing number of losses have been 
observed over the last few months as a conse- 
quence of the lower rates of interest and the 
growth of the Spanish economy with recovering 
consumer spending. 

The trend in export credit insurance is positive 
concerning the greater number of operations 
carried out with the European Union and the 
countries of the East. An increase in loss ratio 
was however observed in countries such as 
Germany, Greece, Austria and Holland. 



Sowce: UNESPA. F~gures in Ptas millions. Loss ratio and resulls on eamed premiums. 

Exports to Brazil rnay be negatively affected 
by the recent restrictive measures taken by the 
Brazilian government in order to contain the 
irnports of more than US$10,000 coming from 
countries not belonging to Mercosur. 

Combined agricultural insurance premiums for 
1996 totaled Ptas33,993 million, an increase of 
30.1 % over 1995. 

This increase in new business was a direct 
consequence of the good economic perfor- 
mance shown by agricultural production, mainly 
due to the prolonged and constant rainfall whjch 
meant the end of a five year dry cycle, and an 
increase in cultivated land and yield obtained 
from the majority of crops. The volume of cere- 
als was somewhat more than double the previ- 
ous season, the wine grapevine was good in 
both quality and quantity, fruit trees showed 
good progress, and olives for oil production 
increased their yields by more than double. A 
negative note was provided by the decrease in 
yield of citric fruits due to deficient flowering and 
the persistence of a virus. 

1996 was a satisfactoty year for the cattle sec- 
tor, except for the beef sector which was affect- 
ed by the "mad cow" (bovine spongiform 
encephalopathy) crisis which caused a large 
reduction in consumption and, as a conse- 
quence, in prices, which fell by an average 14%. 
It was also a difficult year for the dairy sector, 

affected by an insufficient quota assigned 
to Spain by the EU. Other cattle production 
however, such as pork, chicken or lamb 
increased their prices by 12, 13 and 14% 
respectively, taking advantage of the decrease 
in beef sales. 

As a consequence of this situation agricultural 
production increased to Ptas 4.4 million million 
in 1996, an increase of 15.2% over the previous 
year. 

The good meteorological conditions which 
were mentioned, together with the absence of 
intense frosts allowed 1996 lo be the year with 
the lowest loss ratio in the history of this type of 
insurance. 

In 1996 the number of losses were placed at 
103,428, a decrease of 37% with respect to the 
previous year. Losses totalled Ptas17,907 mil- 
lion, which represents 46.6% of that recorded in 
1995 (Ptas38,459 million). 

In 1996 the loss ratio on premiums was 
52.7%. This same ratio was 51.5% for the group 
d viable lines and 402% for experimental lines, 
it shonuld be mentioned that 1996 was the first 
year in which thijs latter group showed a positive 
technical result. 

The Consorcio de Compensación de Seguros, 
as reinsurer, received prerniums to the value of 
Ptas9,768 million, and no claims were recorded. 

The companies which are collected together 
in Agroseguro have set up reserves for devia- 
tions in losses to a value of Ptas2,452 million, 
given the cyclical nature of these risks, this 



Source: AGROSEGURO. Figures in Ptas millions. Loss ratia and results on earned premiums. 

figure will allow for possible future losses to be mate figure of Ptas101,OOO million in 1996, 
cushioned. showing an increase of 3.5% over 1995, this 

shows that there has been a reactivation of the 
sector which has coincided with the general 
recovery of the Spanish economy, principally in 
the medium and small-sized business sector. 

Fire insurance maintained a premium volume 
similar to the last few years, in 1996 prerniums 
totalled Ptas30,722 million, a decrease of 0.4% 
with respect to 1995. 

As was already done ín last year's report, and 
in order to facilitate a better vision of the sector, 
it is advisable to analyse this line together with 
the property and casualty line, to which the busi- 
ness is being transferred; this grouping is 
referred to as fire-property and excludes mass 
risks. 

When considered in this way, the premium 
volume, excluding theft, reaches the approxi- 

Year 

The trend in the insurance of large industrial 
risks is towards reductions and adjustments of 
the rates, the figures are similar to those of pre- 
vious years. 

The loss ratio in this line is placed at 48.4% 
producing a positive result of 12.9%, if the 
fire-property sector is considered, the loss 
ratio is placed at 65%, with a negative result of 
7%. 

The forecasts for 1997 point towards a contin- 
uation of the aforementioned trends, with a pos- 
sible reduction En premium volwne but a malnfe- 
nance of the results. 

TABLE 31 
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In 1996 the economic areas related to engi- 
neering insurance showed the following charac- 
teristics: 

The construction sector, which during the 
first half showed little activity as a conse- 
quence of the steep decline in civil works, 
staried its recovery in the second half, end- 
ing the year with a decrease of 1% with 
respect to the previous year. By sub-sectors, 
residential construction- grew-by 6%, non- 
residential construction fell bv 2% and reha- 
bilitation and maintenance g;ew by 5%, civil 
works experienced a significant fall of 12%. 
The sector of machinery for earth moving 
saw an increase in sales of 8% over the pre- 
vious year. 
The electronics and telecommunications 
sector saw turnover increase by 13% and 
information technology grew by 10%. 

These circumstances and some special situa- 
tions (transfer to the engineering sector of risks 
which were previously included in other areas, 
re-classifications for statistical reasons, etc.) 
lead to a premium volume in 1996 of Ptas23,381 
rnillion, showing a growth which was higher than 
expected (20.6%). 

Of special irnportance as events relevant to 
the sector are: 

6 The ever greater developrnent of decennial 
insurance for building damage which, 
despite its voluntaiy nature, contributed to 
the growth in the construction line (15.6%), 

in which this insurance is included. Rates in 
both types of insurance are continuing their 
downward trend. The future regulation of 
building at is again being studied by the pre- 
sent government, it therefore does not seem 
possible for it to be debated and passed in 
the short term. 
Alternative energy sources are continuing 
their development, with the consequent 
repercussions on the insurance sector. 
Machinery and electronic equipment insur- 
ance performed favourably despite low 
rates and the movement of a significant pro- 
portion of these operations towards com- 
bined policies. 
The mechanical guaranties for vehicles and 
electrical appliances continue to boost the 
growth of the machinery and assembly 
breakdown line due to their high rate of 
take-up. 
The higher level of international activity of 
Spanish companies has allowed engineer- 
ing insurance products to be offered for 
risks situated in the European Union, under 
the principle of free provision of services, 
and opens interesting expectations for the 
sector. 

Losses for the year increased by 28.8% with 
respect to the previous year, the loss ratio was 
placed at 63%, this still allows for a profit mar- 
gin. 

It is foreseeable that in 1997 engineering 
insurance will return to moderate growth levels, 
taking into account the growth forecasts for the 
economic sectors at which this insurance is 
aimed. 

TABLE 32 
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The loss ratio was placed at 55.5% of earned 
premiums, producing a favourable result of 
6.6O/o. 

The theft line achieved a ~remium VO~H-I-I~ of It is foreseeable that this line will continue in 
Ptas7,876 million in 1 996, showing a slight 1 997 in a similar way to previous yearc. 
decrease of 1.6% with respect to 1995, the trend 
of recent years is therefore maintained as a con- 
sequence of the transfer of business to property 
and casualty lines. 

% Inlernal M 
Expenses 
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Expenses 
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The main new legislative feature to affect the 
insurance sector in 1996 is contained in Act No. 
13/1996 of December 30, on fiscal, administra- 
tive and social order measures, this introduced 
the tax on insurance premiums which was 
applied starting January 1, 1997. 

This tax on insurance premiums is configured 
in the aforementioned Act as an indirect tax on 
insurance operations carried out in Spain both 
by Spanish and Foreign insurers which operate 
in the Spanish market, even under the principie 
of free provision of services. 

The following operations are exernpt from this 
tax: 

Compulsoty welfare insurance and group 
policies providing alternative systems to 
pension plans and funds. 
Insurance on life, as such, in other words 
excluding accident, sickness and health 
assistance. 
Capitalisation operations based on actuarial 
techniques. 
Reinsurance. 

6 Guarantee insurance. 
Export credit insurance and combined agri- 
cultural insurance. 
Insurance related to international transport 
of merchandise and passengers, this is not 
considered to include travel between the 
Spanish peninsula and the Balearic islands, 
Canary islands, Ceuta and Melilla. 
lnsurance related to aircraft and ships used 
for international transport, except for recre- 
ational boat and plane use. 

All other insurance operations are liable to this 
tax which functions in a similar manner to the 
other indirect taxes, for example VAT, in that the 
insurer is liable for payment and should recover 
these sums from persons taking out policies 
which are subject to taxation. 

The tax is set at a rate of 4% and is applied on 
the total sum received for insurance operations 
for policies which are subject to this tax, irre- 
spective of the reason for the insurance and the 

place or way in which it is charged, the sur- 
charge which is made for the Consorcio de 
Compensación de Seguros, the surcharge cor- 
responding to the Comisión Liquidadora de Enti- 
dades Aseguradoras and any other taxes on the 
premium are exempt from this tax. 

Another important legislative change is the 
establishment, within the framework of personal 
income tax, of various taxation measures con- 
cerning savings ihrough the creation of a new 
taxation regime on capital gains and losses, this 
modification is of great importante for life and 
savings insurance, and was introduced in the 
Royal Decree Act No. 711996, of June 7. 

Of interest also within the area of life insur- 
ance, is the wider application of the tax write-off 
of 10 percent of premiums paid for insurance 
contracts for life, death or disablement, mixed 
insurance, deferred capital, annuities or whole 
life whose duration is 10 or more years, with an 
annual limit of Ptas50,000, this increase is laid 
out in Act number 14/1996 of December 30. 

Other important modifications are those con- 
cerning: 

The revision of the surcharge rates for the 
Consorcio de Compensación de Seguros 
for its responsibilities for extraordinary risks 
laid down by resolution of the Dirección 
General de Seguros on July 22, 1996, 
which sets out the cover clause for those 
risks to be inserted in ordinary insurance 
policies. 
The approval of new forms for the declara- 
tion-settlement of those surcharges for the 
Consorcio, laid down by re&lution of 
the Dirección General de Seguros on Octo- 
ber 4, 1996, in order to modernise their 
terminology and bring them closer to the ter- 
minology introduced by successive modifi- 
cations of the regulations governíng private 
insurance which have been introduced over 
the past few years. 
The resolution of the Dirección General de 
Seguros of March 8, 1996, which lays down 
the obligation of motor insurers to provide 



the Consorcio de Compensación de 
Seguros with information relating to vehicles 
insured by them, in compliance with the 
Ordination and Supervision of Private Insur- 
ance Act, with the object of guaranteeing 
that persons involved in a traffic accident 
may know the insurer of each one of the 
vehicles involved in the accident, in compli- 
ance wilh the mandate contained in the 
European Union Directives. 

Other general regulations have been enacted 
in 1996 which directly affect the insurance sec- 
tor, of special jmportance are: 

Royal Decree 39011996 of March 1, which 
affects the Public Administration Contracts 
Act , in which guarantee insurance is regulat- 
ed as a type of guarantee in public contracts. 
The new Mercantile Register Regulation, 
which, amongst other new features, pro- 
vides for the recording of portfolio cessions 
in the mercantile register 

Finally, it should be said that 1996 did not see 
the expected approval of the Regulation of Pri- 
vate lnsurance ordinance which should com- 
plete the adaptation of Spanish insurance sector 
regulations to the EU directives. 


